WATERING YOUR VEGGIE GARDEN PLANTS

Pay attention to your Veggie Garden. Soon summertime temperatures will be soaring high, so when things heat up, don’t forget your veggie garden plants and give them the water that they need.

Garden vegetables benefit from deep, infrequent watering. About one inch of water per week is needed unless rain provides enough moisture for the week. Use soaker hoses on the ground to irrigate your plants. Soaker hoses are better than an overhead sprinklers because less water is wasted. Also keeping the foliage dry on the vegetables reduces the chance of fungal disease.

KEEPING WEEDS AWAY

Often during the summer growing season, we find that weeds can grow as well as the vegetables. Too many weeds will cause competition for moisture & nutrients, thus reducing the growth of the vegetable plants.

How do we control weeds? The best way is using a hoe because you chop the plant off. Many will grow back of course, but you reduce the weeds this way and reduce the competition. Using mulch to smother weeds is another way and it reduces the need to use a hoe. Using herbicides will work but this takes careful application with a sprayer & can destroy desirable plants if you are not careful. With any weed control method, you need to be persistent & make weed control routine to keep the weeds from taking over.

APPLYING MULCH

Mulches can be an effective way to make soil moisture "last longer" in the landscape and garden.

Applying mulch around the base of plants can have many benefits. Mulching is probably the easiest way to save water, moderate soil temperatures and control weeds. It can reduce rotting by keeping vegetables such as squash and tomatoes out of contact with soil. Organic mulches also lessen soil compaction, slow down erosion and improve soil texture when later tilled into the soil. Fresh green grass clippings should be used when dry instead of wet so they do not repel water or encourage mold.

Mulch material includes: bark chips, straw, hay, grass clippings (dried out), cottonseed hulls, and sawdust (untreated). In the fall, these mulches can be tilled in and become composted organic matter for the next year. Organic matter can supply fertilizer, and good drainage for your garden.
TRAINING YOUR TOMATOES

In small garden areas, tomatoes can be staked to conserve space. This usually produces earlier tomatoes because vines are pruned to promote fruit growth.

Many gardeners choose to use cages or trellises for each plant. This keeps tomatoes and foliage off the ground and conserves space while allowing plenty of foliage protection during the hot summer months.

Place the cylinder or a cage over a single transplant and allow the plant to grow normally. You don’t have to tie the plant to the cage, but you may have to push stems back in if they grow out of the holes. Using this method, you should have ripe tomatoes until frost.

FERTILIZING YOUR PLANTS

California Wonder Pepper – Use 2 tablespoons of all purpose fertilizer in June.

Crimson Sweet Watermelon - Use 2 tablespoons of all purpose fertilizer in June. Side dress when vines begin to run.

Abe Lincoln Tomato – Use 2 tablespoons of all purpose fertilizer in June. Side dress when first fruits are small (walnut size).

Mammoth Sunflower – Give each sunflower 1 tablespoon of all purpose fertilizer in June and July.

(Side dressing is the application of fertilizers in a shallow furrow or band along the side of vegetable row crops or in a circle around individual plants.)

BE ON THE LOOK OUT FOR SPIDER MITES!

Spider mites tend to be serious pests of cultivated plants. Two-spotted spider mites seem to flourish in hot, dry weather. They are small, active creatures that look like specks running around the undersides of the leaves. They vary from almost no color at all to pale yellow. Spider mites feed on the foliage by withdrawing juices and chlorophyll from the plant. A convenient way to detect mites is to strike a few branches of the plant with one hand while holding a white piece of paper under the branches with the other hand. If spider mites are present, they can be seen running on the paper. If they appear on the leaves of your tomato plants, spray the plants thoroughly at least two times (7-10 day intervals) with horticultural oil, insecticidal soap, or malathion.